PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

- **OVERALL ASSEMBLED DIMENSIONS**
  - HEIGHT: 115.6 CM (45-1/2'), DIA: 64.8 CM (25-1/2').

- **PUMP**: MODEL: TP-500LV+(2)10W, AC, 12V, 60HZ, 28WATT, SUBMERSIBLE FOUNTAIN PUMP.

- **TRANSFORMER**: UL LISTED FOR WET LOCATION, MODEL: SKT0-57U122300, INPUT: 120V, AC, 60HZ, 249MA; OUTPUT: 12V, AC, 2300MA.

- **2 LIGHTS**: MR-11 BULB, 12 V. 10 WATT, (2) EXTRA BULBS ARE INCLUDED.

- **COLUMNS**: UPPER COLUMN: PAINTED RESIN, 26 CM (10-1/4”) DIA. X 48.3 CM (19”), LOWER COLUMN: PAINTED RESIN, 40 CM (15-3/4”) DIA. X 38 CM (15”) HEIGHT. SHAPED AS SHOWN.

- **RESERVOIR**: PAINTED RESIN, 65 CM (25-9/16”) X 18 CM (7”) HEIGHT.

- **BASE**: PAINTED RESIN, 30 CM (11-13/16”) DIA. X 35.5 CM (14”) HEIGHT, SHAPED AS SHOWN.

- **CORD**: UL LISTED, FROM PUMP TO CONNECTOR: MIN. 183 CM (6’), LENGTH, FROM TRANSFORMER TO PLUG: MIN. 183 CM (6’) LENGTH. WIRES MUST BE LEAD FREE.

- **LABELS**: MANUFACTURING DATE, MODEL # AND COUNTRY OF ORIGIN LABEL PROVIDED, WARNING LABEL FOR PARTS AND PARTS ARROW LABEL WERE STUCK ON INSIDE OF BOX.

PACKAGING AND SHIPPING DETAILS

- **THE FOUNTAIN AND PUMP ARE CAREFULLY WRAPPED IN A PLASTIC BAG AND PLACED SECURELY IN THE INNER PACKING SO THEY CAN NOT MOVE DURING SHIPPING.**

- **THE CARTON IS MADE OF DOUBLE WALL CORRUGATED CARDBOARD “A MA A”. BROWN IN COLOR. THE INNER PACKING IS DIE-CUT CARDBOARD AND/OR STYROFOAM SUFFICIENT TO PROTECT AND SECURE THE FOUNTAIN AND MUST PASS THE FEDEX AND ISTA-3A DROP TEST REQUIREMENTS.**

Each carton shall be printed with a line drawing and the Kenroy Home name and logo, model number and finish. Each carton shall be provided a UPC label. The UPC bar code as follows: ZC-053392097028.

OTHER DETAILS

- **MODEL 53200ZC INSTRUCTIONS ARE TO BE PACKED WITH EACH FOUNTAIN. INSTRUCTIONS MUST BE PRINTED CLEARLY ON QUALITY PAPER.**

- **ALL VISIBLE PARTS MUST MATCH FOUNTAIN FINISH UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.**

- **ALL BAGS MUST BE LABELED WITH OFFICIAL “THIS BAG IS NOT A TOY” STATEMENT.**

- **WE REQUIRED THAT A COLOR PIGMENT CLOSE TO THE FINISH COLOR OF THE FOUNTAIN MUST BE MIXED INTO THE RESIN/MATERIAL PRIOR TO THE MOLD COMPLETION. THIS IS TO ASSURE IF WE HAVE ANY PEELING OF PAINT THE RESIN IS THE SAME COLOR AS THE FINISH OF THIS ITEM.**

- **EACH FOUNTAIN SHOULD HAVE A PIGMENT COLOR REFERENCE CHIP FOR THE UNPAINTED GOODS FOR INSPECTION.**

- **ASSEMBLY TIME: 25 MINUTES.**

- **DIMS OF BOX: 77.8 CM (30-5/8”) LENGTH x 61.6 CM (24-1/4”) WIDTH x 73.7 CM (29”) HEIGHT. (CUT: 12.5”)**

- **NET WEIGHT: 48.4 lbs. GROSS WEIGHT: 55 lbs.**